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parliament. This does not make the empirical data and analysis in this volume any less 
valuable both as a resource for scholars and as a new model for evaluating democratic 
development. What it does demand is that we look at this data and the four goals of 
democracy in light of the apparent vulnerability of Polish democracy and that of oth-
ers to see what we all missed or how what looked like achievements in democratic 
development and consolidation could so easily be manipulated and even cast aside.

Jane Leftwich Curry
Santa Clara University
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Ethnography, to this reviewer’s abiding delight, can see the universe in a grain of 
sand—it finds answers to big questions in small, obscure, out-of-the-way places. Thus 
in this insightful study of religious difference in Europe, Agnieszka Pasieka looks not 
to London or Paris or Berlin but instead to Poland, the most ethnically and religiously 
homogenous large country in Europe: 97% ethnically Polish, 95% Roman Catholic 
(56). Within Poland, she neglects the burgeoning Vietnamese Buddhist community 
of Warsaw or the Chechen and Tatar Muslims in Gdańsk, seeking diversity instead in 
Rozstaje, a collection of tiny villages in the country’s southeastern corner. And she 
finds it: the region features at least two ethnolinguistic groups and Christianity in 
six flavors: Roman Catholic, Greek Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, Pentecostal, Seventh 
Day Adventist, and Jehovah’s Witness. There is also a handful of cosmopolitan 
Buddhists (refugees from the big city, sometimes mistaken for Hindus or Muslims by 
their perplexed neighbors), and a single lonely atheist. Pasieka’s study is not perfect—
she all but ignores the Jews whose absence haunts the religious landscape, and we 
learn too little about some of the Protestant minorities (especially the Sabbatarian, 
pork-eschewing Adventists who partly fill the Jewish niche in local imaginaries). 
Nevertheless, she admirably succeeds in her intent to query the ways in which cel-
ebrations of multiculturalism can both allow for diversity and uphold the dominance 
of a majority religion.

After a theory-laden Introduction, Part I maps out the practice of “hierarchi-
cal pluralism” in time and space. A chapter tracing Poland’s “History of Pluralism” 
reminds readers that the region has always been multi-religious, its recent Catholic 
dominance a historical anomaly brought about by a “homogenizing rather than 
homogenous state” (35). Chapter 2, “Making Pluralism,” emphasizes the active pro-
motion of inter-religious conviviality. Neighbors actively engage in a “discourse of 
ecumenism” (69) and happily celebrate Christmas twice: according to the Gregorian 
(Roman Catholic and Protestant) and Julian (Orthodox and Greek Catholic) calendars.

Part II focuses on collective memory. Chapter 3, “Caroling History,” uses the 
framework of a wassailing party to uncover a heteroglossic oral history. Elderly 
inhabitants recall the first appearance of Pentecostals in the region, or the bad blood 
between Greek Catholics (often identifying with Ukrainian ethnicity) and Orthodox 
(identifying with Lemko ethnicity) in the interwar years. But most focus on the trau-
mas of forced deportation, first to Soviet Ukraine in 1944, then to the “recovered terri-
tories” of recently German Silesia in 1947. Chapter 4 explores an ambivalent nostalgia 
for the socialist period, remembered as a time of repression and hardship but also 
neighborliness, family devotion, and mutual aid.
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Part III describes the resilience of neighborhood, complexly interwoven from the 
threads of region, family, ethnicity, and religion. Pasieka criticizes an ethnographic 
tendency to treat religion seriously only in times of conflict—a view that underwrites 
secularism as the guardian of peace. In contrast, the people of Rozstaje express neigh-
borliness through mutual religious respect, everybody “acting like Christians” (153) 
and refraining from outdoor work during other peoples’ holidays. But respect can 
obscure other attitudes: the Orthodox and Catholics admire Protestant teetotalism 
but resent the barriers it places on conviviality, while Adventists and Pentecostals 
privately treat their neighbors’ holidays as superstitious bacchanals.

The neighborly practice of interreligious respect reveals itself to be fragile and 
insufficient in the final chapter, “Debating Pluralism.” A seemingly trivial proposal—
to add the Lemko names, in the Cyrillic alphabet, to village signs—quickly trans-
forms the language of familiarity and fraternity into “us” and “them.” For a sour few 
months after the contentious vote over the street signs, “everyday politeness” came 
to seem a façade “obscuring the superficiality of local ecumenism” (191). However, 
locals eventually turned back to such politeness to heal the wounds it had failed to 
prevent: “despite their disillusionment with their neighbors’ behavior, it was pre-
cisely to neighborly relations that they pointed in order to imagine how a different 
outcome might have been possible” (208). Soon things returned to “normal”—to a 
Polish-Catholic hegemony allowing other religious lifeways to co-exist as colorful 
folklore (the Lemko Orthodox and Greek Catholics), admirable but prudish rigorism 
(the various Protestants), or harmless exoticism (the handful of Buddhists). Pasieka’s 
microcosmic study reveals both the importance and the inadequacy of “everyday 
practices of social conviviality,” which ease social strains while upholding the eth-
noreligious status quo (212). Her discoveries are exportable westward.

Michael Ostling
Arizona State University
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In his doctoral thesis, Aliaksandr Dalhouski analyzes the relationship between the 
Soviet authorities and the inhabitants of the polluted areas that became most affected 
by the radioactive fallout in the aftermath of the Chernobyl catastrophe. The author 
shows convincingly that for the first two years after the disaster there was still a thin 
line of mutual trust and cooperation. Dalhouski explains the close cooperation of 
1986–88 by an unwritten contract between those who had to cope with the radioactiv-
ity in the southeastern part of the Belorussian Socialist Soviet Republic (BSSR). While 
Soviet citizens continued to provide loyalty, the Soviet state distributed a larger share 
of medical goods, services, and food to the Gomel’ region. The author bases his analy-
sis on the Belarussian mechanism of the skarha, written letters signed by individuals 
asking the Soviet authorities to take care of their situation. As this was a legitimized 
form of public critique, even harshly formulated letters did work as incentives for the 
oblast leadership of the Communist Party to react to and meet a large share of the 
semi-publicly formulated demands.

An important finding of Dalhouski’s book, which was published in German in a 
series on Belarusian history edited by Thomas M. Bohn, is that the perception of the 
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